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WHAT IS AN OPEN ORGANIZATION?

● TRANSPARENCY
● INCLUSIVITY
● ADAPTABILITY
● COLLABORATION
● COMMUNITY

Source: The Open Organization Definition
opensource.com/open-organization/resources/open-org-definition
Tri-County Early College High School

- Public school of choice on a community college campus in Murphy, NC.

- Students can earn an Associate’s Degree by the time they graduate from high school.

- Target population: first-generation college-goers, those at-risk of dropping out, or other historically underserved populations.
Open Principles

- Community
- Transparency
- Adaptability
- Collaboration
- Inclusivity
“Educational organizations that survive will be those most focused on . . . how they can best harness the power of openness to change the ways they create, interact, and sustain themselves.”

Jim Whitehurst, “Open Education Is More Than Open Content”
**Mission:** Harness the power of open source principles and methodologies to design, share, and scale contexts for empowered 21st century learning.

**Vision:** Transform education for a more equitable, empathetic, and collaborative world.
designed with open source principles and methodologies

- iterative design + adaptability
- transparency + meritocracy
- inclusion + diversity
- collaboration + community
- access to information + open knowledge
North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics

#stemlikeagirl

Rogers-Herr Middle School

GEMS (girls enthusiastically motivated to succeed)
ELECTRIC UNICORNS!!

Origami Unicorns prototypes
create open learning contexts
where individuals are empowered
to act in collective ways to try,
learn, modify, and repeat
JOIN US

The Open Organization Guide for Educators

github.com/open-organization-ambassadors/open-org-educators-guide
THANK YOU
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